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Go big with full-screen

Shoot hi-res

Tell a short story

Make some noise

Here are some tips to create
high performing TikToks:

Stick to vertical videos with a
9:16 aspect ratio.

Ensure video resolution of 720p+

Try sticking between 21-24s and
never going below 10s

Include audio of any kind. The
more relevant, the better.
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TikTok has launched 7 new add-ons for

Tiktok ads. Each with distinct interactive

elements. The goal of these is to

encourage users to interact with the

brand’s advertisement and take action.

Here are some of the new add-ons and

their features.
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Display Card
Brands can use Display cards to

visually highlight important messages,

showcase offers, or drive traffic to

their website or app.

Gesture
 Delight your audience with surprise

gestures to increase participation with your

ad. Once users take action, a clickable

display card will appear revealing

information or a reward to drive users to

your landing page.

Pop-out Showcase
Spotlight your product through a pop-

out element to drive clicks that leads

users to take action with your ad and

move them further down the funnel.

Super Like 2.0
Captivate your audience with eye-

catching floating icons that appear

when users engage with your ad. This

allows you to display a pop-up card

after the super effect appears, inviting

users to a landing page to learn more

about your product.

Gift Code Sticker
It can help boost conversion and drive

loyalty with special incentives to

excite new buyers and re-ignite your

existing customer base.

Voting Sticker
Deepen Community connection with

audience participation by enabling

brands to poll, quiz, or collect

feedback from their audience.


